Companies are “Breaking Open the Piggy
Bank” By Terminating Their Cash Balance Plans
Cash balance plan limitations and
liabilities can be cured by Direct
Recognition Variable Investment
Plan (DR-VIP)
Cash balance retirement plans may
be good for employees, since they
guarantee capital plus a minimum
return rate, but they carry heavy liability
for employers. Their investment and
contribution options aren’t as flexible
either. The Direct Recognition Variable
Investment Plan (“DR-VIP”) offers some
solutions for minimizing these liabilities
and shortcomings.

Why Employers Are
Abandoning Cash Balance
Plans
Unlike 401(k) plans, traditional cash
balance plans do not allow participants
to self-direct the investments of their
account. Instead, they require plan
sponsors to guarantee capital plus a
minimum rate of return – which is part of
the problem for employers that sponsor
these plans. Invested assets are pooled,
and the interest credited to accounts
is usually based on one of three things:

the yield on the 30-year Treasury, a
fixed rate ranging from 2% to 5%, or the
actual return on the plan’s pooled assets
but capped at 3% to 5%.
Also, unlike 401(k) plans, the
accumulation of a participant’s account
balance in a cash balance plan is capped
at amounts prescribed by the Internal
Revenue Service (“IRS”). In other words,
participant accumulations are limited
while plan sponsor liability is not. What’s
more, participants generally do not have
access to or control over their account
balances while they are employed.

The Secret to:
`` Eliminating Plan Sponsor
Liabilities
`` Putting Plan Assets Under
Participant Control
`` Continuing Tax Deductible
Contributions

Since 2009, an increasing number of
plan sponsors have been substituting
their traditional cash balance plans with
the DR-VIP. By terminating their obsolete

cash balance plans, they can effectively
unlock and uncap the plan assets
while at the same time eliminating the
burden of ongoing plan sponsor liability.
Participants also gain the ability to
roll over their account balances to an
existing 401(k), IRA or other qualified
accounts where they can invest their
money as they see fit. Investment
control is secured, and the accumulation
ceiling is removed.
Note: The IRS views a cash balance plan
as a permanent program. That said,
historically the IRS has not challenged
plan terminations occurring 10 years
after implementation. The agency
generally accepts plan shutdowns
after five years. Termination is deemed
allowable for business necessity, which
includes the adoption of a modern plan
in place of an obsolete plan.

How It Works: ForwardThinking Retirement Plan
Design
A DR-VIP eliminates the underfunding
risk and liability of cash balance plans,
thereby enabling unfettered investment
decisions. The “DR” in “DR-VIP”

stands for the “direct recognition” of investment returns.
Each participant’s benefit increases or decreases in direct
relation to the return on his or her investments. This
feature eliminates liabilities and concerns related to poor
investment performance, underfunding, and inconsistent
contributions. The contributions are known, predictable
and can be set to adjust automatically in response to
profit declines. This is how a DR-VIP can never become
underfunded.
A DR-VIP provides for the same contributions as a cash
balance plan and satisfies the “different type of retirement
plan” requirement that represents a business necessity
by IRS standards. The contribution limits are essentially
the same as cash balance plans – up to $310,000 per
participant. DR-VIPs existed long before the development
of traditional cash balance plans. However, they weren’t
used much until the passage of the Pension Protection
Act of 2006 and other subsequent regulations targeting
cash balance plans. These regulations provided extensive
guidance for the adoption and management of this more
efficient, flexible and effective alternative.

What If the Plan Sponsor Still Wants
to Contribute Toward a Cash
Balance-Type Plan?
There are no restrictions on setting up and contributing to a
successor plan immediately after freezing or terminating a
cash balance plan.

The Takeaway for Your Company
Replacing your cash balance plan with a DR-VIP means
eliminating plan sponsor liabilities while still being able
to make tax deductible contributions. Once the new
arrangement is in place and participants
have rolled over their account balances,
the IRS accumulation cap on the return
on investments is no longer applicable
and the participant can self-direct
her or his account. New benefits are
provided under the more flexible, durable
and responsive DR-VIP without the
underfunding liabilities and investment
limitations inherent in traditional cash
balance plans.

Are You Trapped by
Cash Balance Plan Limitations?

Defined benefit (“DB”) plans provide tax advantages and
retirement income streams, but not all DB pension plans are
created equal. Cash balance plans have limitations and risks
that DR-VIPs don’t have.

THE DR-VIP ADVANTAGE
Learn more about how to modernize your obsolete
cash balance plan, remove limitations and
reclaim investment control.
`` Plan contributions are known,
consistent and reliable.
`` Participant benefits increase
or decrease in direct relation
to investment results.
`` Like defined contribution
plans, there is no plan
sponsor underfunding
liability.

`` Like 401(k) profit sharing
plans, DR-VIP participant
benefits are valued and
available 24/7 online or via
smartphone or telephone.
`` All plans are submitted
to the IRS for favorable
determination.

`` With risk of underfunding
eliminated, plan assets can
be invested to meet overall
participant objectives.
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